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NORMALITY IN X2 FOR COMPACT X

G. GRUENHAGE AND P. J. NYIKOS

Abstract. In 1977, the second author announced the following consistent neg-

ative answer to a question of Katêtov: Assuming MA+-GH , there is a compact

nonmetric space X such that X1 is hereditarily normal. We give the details

of this example, and construct another example assuming CH . We show that

both examples can be constructed so that X2\A is perfectly normal. We also

construct in ZFC a compact nonperfectly normal X such that X2\A is nor-

mal.

1. INTRODUCTION

In his classical paper [K], Katêtov showed that if X and Y are infinite

compact spaces and X x Y is hereditarily normal, then X and Y are per-

fectly normal. By Sneider's theorem that a compact space with a GVdiagonal

is metrizable [S], Katêtov concludes that if X is compact and X3 is heredi-

tarily normal, then X is metrizable. He asked if the same conclusion could be
obtained assuming only that X2 is hereditarily normal. In 1977, the second au-

thor obtained a counterexample assuming Martin's Axiom plus the negation of

the Continuum Hypothesis (MA + -CH). This result was announced in [Ny,],

and an outline of the proof appeared there, although with many details omitted.

A complete proof appears in this paper for the first time. We also construct a

(necessarily different, as will be seen) counterexample assuming CH.

Since any counterexample must be perfectly normal, it is probably not sur-

prising that our examples are related to Alexandrov's double arrow space D =
[0, 1] x {0, 1} with the lexicographic order topology, for it is in some sense

the only known example in ZFC of a compact perfectly normal nonmetrizable
space. (See [Gi] for a discussion of this.) The double arrow space has also

been called the "split interval" because one can think of obtaining it by splitting

each x € [0, 1] into two points x~ and x+ , and putting the order topology on

these points, where x~ is declared to be less than x+ and otherwise the order

is the natural one inherited by [0, 1]. Now if A c [0, 1], let D(A) be the
same as above but with only the points of A split; of course D(A) is just the

quotient space of D obtained by identifying x~ with x+ for all x £ A . If A

is uncountable, then D(A) is a compact perfectly normal nonmetrizable space.
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The counterexample to Katëtov's question under MA + ->CH announced in

[Ny,] is D(A), where Nj < \A\ < 2H°. We show in fact that a counterexample

of the form D(A) exists assuming only the existence of an uncountable Q-set

(which is weaker than assuming MA + -^CH), i.e., an uncountable subspace of

the reals in which every subset is a relative GVset. Jones' lemma [J] shows that

no D(A) can be a counterexample under CH (or 2N° < 2N|), because D(A)2

is separable and contains the discrete subspace {(a~ , a+): a £ A] . However,

we show that a modification of the split interval topology essentially due to M.

Wage [W] can be used to construct a counterexample under CH.

It is still unknown if there is a ZFC counterexample to Katëtov's question.

The second author also announced the following in [NyJ:

Theorem. Assuming 2^° < 2H< , if X is compact and X2 is hereditarily normal,

then either (a) X is an L-space, i.e., hereditarily Lindelof but not separable;

(b) X2 is an S-space, i.e., hereditarily separable but not Lindelof, or (c) X2

contains both an S-space and an L-space.

Recall that S. Todorcevic [Toi] has constructed a model of set theory in which

there are no S-spaces, though 2H° — 2Nl in this model. It is unknown if there

is a model with no P-spaces, or whether there is a model with 2N° < 2K| and

no S- or P-spaces (yielding a model in which Katëtov's question has a positive

answer). See §6 for more discussion of this, and a proof of the above theorem,

with the set-theoretic hypothesis weakened to "there are no uncountable Q-sets".

Our CH example has the property that X2 is an S-space.

The second author also showed [Ny2] that under MA + ->CH, a compact

space X is metrizable if X2 is hereditarily collectionwise normal (CWN), or

hereditarily normal and hereditarily collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH). We show

that " X2 is hereditarily strongly CWH" can be added to the list. Our CH

example has all these properties but is not metrizable, so these results are inde-
pendent of ZFC. On the other hand, the first author showed [G2] in ZFC that

a compact X is metrizable if X2 is hereditarily paracompact, or just if X2\A
is paracompact, where A is the diagonal.

In a personal communication P. Kombarov asked the first author the follow-

ing related questions:

(1) If X is compact and X2\A is perfectly normal, must X be metrizable?

(2) If X is compact and X2\A is normal, must X be perfectly normal?

Question (1) is closely related to the following question which appears in

[P3]:
(3) If X and Y are compact and X x Y is perfectly normal, must at least

one of X and Y be metrizable?
It is not difficult to show that a counterexample to ( 1 ) must contain counterex-

amples to (3) (otherwise, one shows that the supposed counterexample to (1) is

locally metrizable, hence metrizable). Rudin [Ru] shows that assuming axiom

o (which holds in GödePs constructible universe P) there are two Souslin lines

whose product is perfectly normal. But a Souslin line will not do for (1) because
Rudin showed in the same paper that X2\A is never hereditarily normal when

X is a Souslin line. However, a later example of Todorcevic [T02] contains the

key idea. He shows that if A and P are disjoint subsets of [0, 1] such that

there does not exist an uncountable one-to-one monotone function from any

uncountable subset of A to P , then D(A) x D(B) is perfectly normal. Now it
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is consistent with MA+->CH that there is an uncountable P c [0, 1] such that

every one-to-one monotone function from an uncountable subset of P to P

has a fixed point (see [AS]; such a set P is called "2-entangled"). We show that

D(E)2 is a counterexample to ( 1 ) under MA + -iCH. We also show that our

CH counterexample to Katëtov's question can be constructed so that X2\A is

perfectly normal. This leaves the following open problem:

Problem. Is there in ZFC a compact nonmetrizable space X such that (a)

X2\A is perfectly normal or (b) X x Y is perfectly normal for some compact
nonmetrizable space Y ?

Regarding question (2), it is shown in [AK] that if X is compact and X2\A is

normal, then X must be first countable. We show however that the answer to (2)

is "no"; the CH example above can be modified to obtain in ZFC a compact

space X such that X2\A is normal, even CWN, yet X is not hereditarily
normal.

2. The MA examples

To show that D(A) is a counterexample to Katëtov's question, what is needed

precisely is that A is uncountable, and A2 is both a g-set and a A'-set in

[0, l]2, i.e., A2 is a g-set and tV is a (/¿-set in A2 u tV for every countable

N c [0, l]2 . (It is equivalent to say that A2 UN is a Q-set for every countable

N c [0, l]2 .) Under MA + -.CH, every uncountable A c [0, 1] of size less

than 2^° has these properties. It turns out that the existence of such a set

follows from the existence of an uncountable g-set—see §5 for a proof.

As suggested in [P3], the following result of T. Przymusinski is a useful in-

gredient in our proof (but it is by no means the only nor the most important
one).

Theorem 2.1 [Pi]. If Y c R2 is a Q-set, Y is normal as a subspace of the
Sorgenfrey plane.

Theorem 2.2. Let A c [0, 1] be such that A2 is a Q-set and a X'-set. Then
D(A)2 is hereditarily normal.

Before proving this theorem, we state a few preliminary lemmas and establish

some notation.

Fix a subset A of [0, 1] and, for convenience, denote D(A) by P.

There is a natural quotient map n from P to /, sending a+ and a~ to a

for each a £ A, and another from P2 to I2. Images under these two maps

will be designated by asterisks, e.g. given q £ P2, the image of q will be

denoted q*. Inverse images will be designated by the symbol * , but ** will be

abbreviated * . For instance: if q £ (I\A)2#, then q* e (I\A)2 and q# = {q} ;

if q £ A* , then q* is a two-element set. The authors have found it helpful to

think of P2 and I2 with almost the same pictures, thinking of the points of

each q* as superimposed on one another, hence the choice of a notation that

does not distinguish too strongly between objects in the respective spaces.

The set A is replaced in P by the two disjoint sets A+ and A~ [obvious
definition]. Each a+ has a local base in P consisting of the topologically open
intervals

In(a+) = [a+, a+ + l/n) = n-x[a,a+ l/n) - {a~}.
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We similarly define In(a~) as n~x[a - l/n, a) - {a+}, while if b £ P - A* we

let In(b) as n~x(b - l/n, b + l/n). Then for any point q = (x, y) £ P2 [we

use ( , ) for ordered pairs] we let B„(q) = In(x) x I„(y).

Lemma 2.3. If A is a Q-set, then P2 - (A*)2 is hereditarily Lindelöf.

Proof. Of course, P2-(A*)2 = (P-A*)2U[(P-A*)xA*]U[A*x(P-A*)]. Now
(P-A*)2 is metrizable, and (P-A*)xA* is the disjoint union of (P-A*)xA+

and (P-A*) x A~ ; of course, A*x(P-A#) splits up similarly. Since A+ and

A~ are homeomorphic to subsets of the Sorgenfrey line, they are hereditarily

Lindelöf [E, 3.8.14: the proof goes through for subspaces]. Then (P - A*) x A+
is the product of a second countable space and a hereditarily Lindelöf space,
so it too is hereditarily Lindelöf. The other pieces of P2 - (A*)2 are similarly

hereditarily Lindelöf. Finally, observe that the countable union of hereditarily

Lindelöf spaces is likewise hereditarily Lindelöf.   D

Corollary 2.4. If A2 is a Q-set, then P2 is the union of five perfectly normal
subspaces.

Proof. Recall that a space is perfectly normal iff it is normal and every open

subset is an Fa . By Lemma 2.3, P2 - (A*)2 is perfectly normal (as is ev-

ery hereditarily Lindelöf regular space, [E, 3.8A]). In their relative topologies,

(A+)2, (A~)2, A+ xA~ , and A~ x A+ are clearly homeomorphic to subspaces

of the Sorgenfrey plane and each other, and so by Theorem 2.1 they are normal.

In [HM] it is shown that every closed subset of the Sorgenfrey plane is a G¿ ,

and this property clearly carries over to subspaces.   D

Despite Corollary 2.4, P2 is not perfectly normal by Sneider's theorem if A

is uncountable. To simplify the proof of its hereditary normality when A2 is

a g-set and a A'-set, we will take A to be dense in / ; the general case follows

from the elementary fact [E, p. 96] that hereditary normality is preserved by
closed maps, and the fact (which will be shown in 5.1) that (A U tV)2 is also

a g-set and a A'-set if tV is a countable dense subset of [0, 1]. Indeed, if

A is not dense, we can add a countable dense subset of I to A, and there

is a natural (closed) quotient map from the resulting P2 to the one using A

through re-identifying points that were split in the added set.

We omit the easy proof of

Lemma 2.5. Let A be dense in [0, 1]. Then (A+)2 is dense in P2, and if U

is relatively open in (A+)2, then U c U . [Closures and interiors are taken in

P2 unless otherwise indicated.]

Our proof of Theorem 2.2 will also use

Lemma 2.6 [E, proof of 1.5.14]. If H and K are subsets of a space X, then

there exist disjoint open sets U and V of X such that H c U, K c V if and

only if there is a countable cover of H C\K by open sets, each of whose closures

meets at most one of H, K.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Recall that sets H and K are said to be mutually sep-

arated in a space if Hf\K = K^H = 2S, and that hereditary normality is

equivalent to complete normality, the property that mutually separated sets can

be put into disjoint open sets [E, 2.1.7].
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Let H and K be mutually separated in P2. Using Lemma 2.3 and regularity

of P2, we can get Hr\ (A*)2 into a countable union of open sets whose closure

misses K.
Now we need to show that there exist countably many open sets covering

Hn(A+)2 = Hx , Hn(A~xA+) = H2, Hn(A~)2 = //3, and Hn(A+xA~) = HA

whose closures miss K . The notation H¡ is suggested by trigonometry (e.g. the

points of Hx have "first quadrantic neighborhoods") and similarly we define K¿

for i = 1,2,3,4. We carry out the argument for Hx ; that for the other Hi

merely involves changes in geometric orientation.

By Theorem 2.1, there is a relatively open subset V of (A+)2 containing Hx

whose closure misses Kx, and by Lemma 2.5 there is an open subset W of P2

with the same properties.

For each q e Hx, let n(q) be the least n such that B„(q) is contained in

W and its closure misses K. let H™ = {q\n(q) = m} and let each Hxm be

expressed as a countable union of relatively closed subspaces of (A+)2. Rein-

dexing, we get Hx = \J™=1 Fn where each P„ is a closed subspace of (A+)2 and

for each q £ Fn , n(q) < n .

Fix Fn, and let I2 be covered by countably many open squares S, each

< l/n on a side. For each S, let

U(S) = \J{Bn(q)\qeS*nFn}nS*.

This is an open subspace of P2  containing P„ n S*, and our proof will be

complete after we cover Fn n S# with countably many open subsets of U(S)

each of whose closures miss K .

Down in I2, let

d = (boundary of U(S)*) n S.

This is an arc which is the union of the closures of the graphs of two functions:

f(x) = inf{y\(x,y) £ U(S)*},    g(y) = inf{x\(x, y) e U(S)*}.

These are nonincreasing, because if xx < x2 the inf is taken over a smaller
set for xx ; similarly when yx < y2. Indeed, (x, y) e U(S)* iff there exists

(x', y') £ F* with x' < x and y' < y. There is a natural total order on d ,

from left to right and top to bottom. Horizontal and vertical segments of d are

at discontinuity points of / and g, of which there can be at most countably
many. Let g be the set of all endpoints of such segments.

Still in I2, give each point in the interior of U(S)* [= all points of S above

or to the right of d] an open neighborhood whose closure is contained in S

and pick a countable subcover of this interior. Their preimages in P2 will take

care of Fn\d*.

Not all points of d* need be in U(S) ; in fact, any horizontal segment of d

along the line y = a £ A will have only the points whose second coordinate

is a+ in U(S) ; the ones whose second coordinate is a~ have neighborhoods

"facing downward." Similarly, if an interval of a vertical line x — a is in d

then only the "right half," x = a+ , will be in U(S). Moreover, no point of

(A~)2 can be in d* n U(S) because its basic neighborhoods face away from

d*, as in the case of p3 in Figure 1. Hence U(S) misses K^ altogether, and

it also misses Kx since it is a subset of W.
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Figure 1

Claim 1. Points of KnU(S) can only occur along horizontal and/or vertical

segments of d*.

Indeed, having ruled out t^i and K^, we are left with points of K2 and K4,

like pi and /?4 in Figure 1, and points of K n [P2 - (A*)2]. If a point p of

K2 U K4 is not along some horizontal or vertical segment, then it represents a

"point of decrease" of both / and g, but then because of the direction in which

the neighborhoods of p face, this would put p in the closure of Fm , giving a
contradiction. Since points of K n [P2 - (A*)2] have "larger" neighborhoods,

this reasoning applies to them also.

Claim 2. Let D = Q U (F* n d). Let P„ n d* = \J™=1 Cm where each C* is
closed in the relative (Euclidean) topology of D. For each m , let

U(S)m = {J{Bn(q)\q£Cm}nS*.

Then the closure of any U(S)m misses K.

Once the claim is proven, Theorem 2.2 follows by Lemma 2.6.

Write U(S)m = U. Since U c U(S), it is enough to exhibit a neighborhood

of each point p of K il U(S) which misses U. By Claim 1, p* can only lie

on a horizontal and/or vertical segment of d .

Case 1. p* is on a horizontal segment but is not the right endpoint. Let q*

be the left endpoint of this segment. There cannot be a point of F* anywhere

between q* and p* (except possibly p* itself), otherwise p would be in U(S)

if it is in U(S). In particular, q* is not in F*, so there is an open square S"

centered on q* missing Q, and also p*. Let (x, yo) be a point of S' on d

preceding q*, so that yo is greater than the second coordinate of q* (otherwise

the left endpoint status of q* would be violated). The portion Pn of S' below

the line y = yo can be extended arbitrarily far to the left and down without

encountering Q, ; thus Rq misses U(S)*m . We extend P* to the right to form
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a rectangular open set P in P2 which picks up p but no points of Cm . [It

may be necessary to have the right edge of R split p* .] This R is the desired

neighborhood.
Case 2. p* is on a vertical segment but is not the upper endpoint. Let q* be

the lower endpoint of this segment. Argue as above, defining (xn, y) to follow

q* on d , letting P0 be the portion of S' to the left of x = Xo extending R*
upward to pick up p .

Case 3. p* is a right endpoint but not a vertical endpoint. Then p is in

P x A+ , otherwise it would be in the closure of Rm . Since p is not in Kx it is

either in K2, whence the argument in Case 1 applies, or in (P - A) x A+ , when

(let p = (x, a+)) we can chop off the rectangle P* of Case 1 right between

y = a~ and y = a+, and then extend it beyond p to the right edge of >S#

without encountering any point of Cm .

Case 4. p* is both an upper endpoint and a right endpoint. If p is in K2

this can be handled like Case 1. If p is in K4 it can be handled like Case 2.
If p were in Kx or K3 it could not be in U(S). Other possibilities for p can

be handled by extending rectangles for both versions of q* as in the previous

cases.   D

To get a space D(A) as in Theorem 2.2 with the further property that

D(A)2\A is perfectly normal, we will need to assume more about the set A .

Definition 2.3. An uncountable subset A of R is 2-entangled if there is no

uncountable monotone function / from a subset of A to A with no fixed

points.

Shelah showed in [AS] that the existence of a 2-entangled set is consistent with

MA + -.CH. Thus it is consistent that there exists a 2-entangled set A c [0, 1]

such that A2 is a g-set and a X'-set, and this is precisely what we need for the
example.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose A c [0, 1] is 2-entangled, and A2 is a Q-set and a
X'-set. Then D(A)2\A is perfectly normal.

Proof. Assume A c [0, 1] is 2-entangled. We will show that every closed subset
of D(A)2\A is a Gg-set; the rest follows from Theorem 2.2.

As in the previous example, let n: D(A) —<• [0, 1] be the natural projection.

Further, if x £ [0, 1] and e £ {-,+}, we use xe to denote the obvious if

x £ A, else xe = x; also, we use -e to denote the other member of {-,+}.

In the remainder of the proof, the letters e and / will always denote members

of {-,+}.
We will use the basic fact that any closed subset K of D(A) "splits" at most

countably many x £ [0, 1], i.e.

{x£[0, I]: 3e(xe £ K, x~e <£ K)}

is countable. (This follows from the fact that any uncountable set of reals

clusters to some point of itself from both the left and right, and it is how one

shows that the double arrow space is perfectly normal.)

Denote the space D(A)2\A by X, and suppose H is a closed subset of X.
We will prove that H is a (7,5-set in X.

Note that if (xe ,yf) $ H, and either (xe, y~f) i H or (x~e ,yf) i H,

then (xe, yf) is a member of a product n~x(B) x U or U x n~x(B) which
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misses H, where P is a member of some countable base 3§ for [0, 1], and

U is open in D(A). Let O be the union of all such products which miss H.

Using the facts that âê is countable and D(A) is hereditarily Lindelöf, we see

that O is an open PCT-set which misses H.

Let H' = X\0. Then H' is a closed (/¿-set containing H, and if (xe, yf) £

H'\H, then either
(i) x = y and e ^ f ; or
(ii) x ¿y, (xe, y-f) £H,and (x~e, yf) £ H.

Let P = {(xe, yf) £ H'\H: x ¿ y}.

Claim. \F\ <co.
Suppose \F\> co. Note that for fixed x (or fixed y), the set

{(xe,yf)£H'\H:x¿y)

is countable, for otherwise there are fixed x , e, and / and uncountably many

y 's such that (xe, yf) £ H but (xe, y~f) $. H, contradicting the fact that a

closed subset of D(A) splits at most countably many y £[0, 1].

Now we can find fixed e, f, and (xa, ya) for a < cox , such that xa ^ ya,

(x%, yf) £ H'\H, and {xa, ya} n {xß , yß} = 0 whenever ß ¿ a.

Let us assume e = f = +, and show that this leads to a contradiction. It

will be clear that a contradiction can also be obtained for any other values of e

and /.
For each a < cox, choose rationals qa > xa and ra > ya such that

[x+,q:)x[y+a,r+)cX\H.

(The intervals are taken using the natural order on D(A).) There exist rationals

q and r, and an uncountable W c cox such that qa = q and ra = r for all

a £ W. The map xa -* ya , a £ W, is one-to-one with no fixed points, so since

A is 2-entangled, it cannot be order-reversing. Hence for some ß ^ a £ W,

xa < Xß  and ya < yß.  But then n~x(Xß) x n~x(yß) c X\H, contradicting

(xeg, yfg) £ H' (by (ii) above). This completes the proof of the claim.

It is easy to check that

D = {(xe, x~e): x£ A, e £{-,+}}

is closed discrete in X. Thus

H'\H = F ö (D n (H'\H))

is an PCT-set, so H is (7,5 in H' and also in A7.   D

3. The CH example

Assuming CH, no D(A) with A uncountable can have either the prop-

erty that D(A)2 is hereditarily normal or that D(A)2\A is perfectly normal:

{(x+, x~): x £ A} is a closed discrete set of size continuum in the separa-

ble space D(A)2\A, so D(^)2\A cannot be normal by Jones' lemma. In this

section we show that in any case CH does imply the existence of a compact

nonmetrizable space X satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.4.
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Theorem 3.1. (CH) There is a compact nonmetrizable space X such that X2

is hereditarily normal and hereditarily separable, and X2\A is perfectly normal.

Proof. The construction of this example is a modification of a technique due

to M. Wage [W], which in turn is a modification of the so-called "Kunen line"

construction [JKR].

Let C be the Cantor set, and let P be a dense Luzin subset of C, that is,

P n N is countable for each nowhere dense subset N of C. (Such sets exist

assuming CH.) Let P° and Lx be disjoint copies of P. If x £ L, let x°

and xx denote the copies of x in P° and Lx, respectively; for convenience,

if x G C\P, we let x° = xx = x .

The underlying set for our space is X = (C\L) U P° U P1 . There is a natural

projection n : X —► C which will turn out to be continuous.

Let 3$ be a countable clopen base for C, and let to be the compact zero-

dimensional topology on X generated by {n~x(B): B £¿$}.

Let {xa : a < cox} be an enumeration of C. For a < cox , let Ca = {Xß : ß <

a} ; we may assume Cw c L and is dense in C. Let {Aa: co < a < cox} index

all countable subsets of C2 whose elements are disjoint as unordered pairs;

arrange this indexing so that Aa c C2 for each a.

We define the topology on X by inductively defining neighborhood bases of

x® and xl, for xa £ L. To start, give the points x° and xxn, n < co, usual

double arrow neighborhoods.

Inductively define, for co <a < cox , ß < a, and o £ 22, sequences

{(xa(n, o), ya(n, o)) : n < co} c C2,

and sets Y(ß, a, o) c Ca satisfying:

(i) For each o £ 22, the sequence {xa(n, a): n < co} converges to xQ , and

for a ^ a', {xa(n, a): n £ co} n {xa(n, a'): n £ co} — 0;

(ii) Y(ß,a, o) = {ya(n, o): (xa(n, o),ya(n, o)) £Aß};

(iii) {y: (xQ, y) £ Aß} c Y(ß,a,o);

(iv) If ß < 8 < a and xa £ Y(ß, 6, o'), then Y(ß, ô, o') n{xa(n, o): n £

co} is infinite for each o , o' e 22 ;

(v) If ß < a and there are (x„, y„) £ Aß with x„ ^ yn and (x„, y„) ->

(xa , xa), then Y(ß, a, o')n{xa(n , a) : n £ co} is infinite for each a , a' £ 22 .

We show how to define the xa(n, a) 's given that the Xß(n, a) 's have been

defined for all ß < a . Let

{Gakß: a £22 ,k< co, ß < a} U {Haßex: o, x £ 22, ß, ô < a}

U{Iarß: o, T£22,ß <a}

be a partition of the even natural numbers into infinite sets. Choose a sequence

{(xn(ß), yn(ß)}n<w C Aß converging to (xa,xa) with x„(ß) ¿ yn(ß) for all

n £ co, if such a sequence exists. Let {z/c(ß): k < co} be a countable dense

subset of Aß n ({xa} x C). Let d denote the usual Euclidean distance on C.

Suppose new is even and xa(i, a) has been defined for each i < n and

0£22.

Choose eight points

{xa(/, a): a £ 22, i £ {n, n + I}}
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within 1/2" of xa which are distinct from each other and the xa(i, o)'s,

i < n , and satisfying whichever of the following conditions apply:

(a) if n £ Gakß and Aß n ({xQ} x C) ^ 0, then for some (unique) y,

(xa(n,o),y)£Aß and d(y,zk(ß)) < 1/2" ; _

(b) if « 6 HaßSx and xa £ Y(ß, ô, t) , then xa(n, o) £ Y(ß,ô,x);

(c) if « e Inxß and {(xm(ß), ym(ß))}m<o> has been defined, then (xa(n, 0),

xa(n +1,1)) = (xm(ß), ym(ß)) for some m < co.

It is possible to choose the xa(i, a) 's in this way because at stage n there are

points satisfying whichever of (a)-(c) applies arbitrarily close to xQ , while only

finitely many points have been defined so far. It is elementary to check that

(i)-(v) hold.
Suppose we have defined neighborhoods of x9 and xl for Xß £ L, ß < a,

where co < a < cox, such that the topology generated by To and these neigh-

borhoods are a zero-dimensional compact topology xa, and xa is Hausdorff

with respect to {xjj, xl}, ß < a .

If n £ co, a £ 22, and xa(n, a) £ L, choose a ra-clopen set B(n, 0)

containing xa(n, o), while if xa(n, 0) £ L choose tq-clopen sets B(n, a, e),

e £ 2, containing xa(n , o)e in such a way that the collection of all B(n , o) 's

and B(n, o, e) 's is pairwise disjoint, and x° and x„ are the only rQ-limit

points.

Now define a basic xa+x-neighborhood of x° to be x° together with

\J{B(n,o):o(0) = 0,n>k}

and
\J{B(n,o,e): o(e) = 0, n > k]

for k £ co; i.e., a basic neighborhood of x¿ is x° together with tails of the

sequences {B(n, o)}n<(11 for a £ 22 with <r(0) = 0, and tails of the sequences

{B(n, a, e)}n<0) for o £ 22 with a(e) = 0. A basic neighborhood of x^ is

the complement of a basic neighborhood of x° , intersected with a To neigh-

borhood, i.e., with n~x(B) for some clopen B c C.

The desired topology on X is (Ja<0} xa. Note that for x ^ P, {7r_1(P): B

clopen in C, x £ B} is a base at x .

Fact 1. If Bj is a neighborhood of x'a , then PoUPi D n~x(B) for some clopen

PC C.

Proof. Clear from the definition of the topology.

Fact 2.  X is a compact Pj-space.

Proof. Clearly X is a P2-space. That X is compact follows immediately from

Fact 1.

Fact 3. If A c co is infinite, a £ 22 , and either rj(0) = <r(l), or xa(n, 0) £ L

for each n £ A , then
[xa(n,a)e}neA^x^eK

Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of Ta+i , noting xa(n, a)e

£ B(n, a, e) if xa(n, a) £ L, xa(n , a) £ B(n, a) if xa(n, a) £ L, and

cr(0) = o(l) implies er(0) = 0 iff a(e) = 0 for some (all) e < 2 .
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Fact 4. Suppose y >a> ß and (xa , xy) £ Aß . Let e, e', f, /' 6 2 . Then

(xf, xf) £ {(ae,be'):(a,b)£Aß}

if either
(a) y > a ; or

(b) y = a,and f = f or Via, ô) G Aß(ae ¿ be').

Proof, (a) Choose a, x £ 22 such that o(e) = o(l - e) = f and x(e') =

x(l -e') = f . Since (xa, xy) £ Aß , by property (iii) of the inductive construc-

tion of the xa(n , a) 's, we have xy £ Y(ß, a, a). By (iv), the set

A - {n : xy(n, x) £ Y(ß, a, a)}

is infinite. Then {(xa(n, a), (xy(n, x))}n^A C Aß and by Fact 3,

{(xa(n, o)e, xy(n, x)e')}n€A -> (xf,xf).

(b) Assume y = a. Then (xa, xa) £ Aß . If there are (x„ , yn) G Aß with

xn t¿ yn and (x„, y„) -» (xa, xa), the proof is the same as (a) using condition

(v) in place of (iv). So assume such (x„ , y„) do not exist. Then by (iii),

A = {n: (xa(n, a),xa(n, o)) £ Aß}

is infinite. If for all (a, b) £ Aß , ae / be', then e / e', and a = b implies

a £ L. So in this case or in the case / = /', we may choose a £ 22 with

a(e) = / and cr(e') = f . Then again by Fact 3,

{(xa(n,o)e, (xa(n,o)e')}neA -^(xfa,x[).

Fact 5. Suppose Z is an uncountable subset of C2_whose elements are disjoint

as unordered pairs and A c C2 is such that Z c A . Then the following holds

for all but countably many (p, q) £ Z : Ve, e', f, f £ 2,

(pf,qf')£{(ae,be'):(a,b)£A}

whenever

(a) q ¿ p , or

(b) q = p , and / = /' or V(a, ft) G ̂ (ae / be').

Proof. Without loss of generality, Z is dense-in-itself in C2. Let {En}n<(11

enumerate all members of some countable open base for C2 meeting Z . Since

Zn£„ c A n En and members of Z are disjoint as unordered pairs, we can

inductively choose en £ A n Pn\{^i}i<n such that the en 's are disjoint as un-

ordered pairs. Then P = {e„}n<w c A and Z c E.

Let P' = {(¿>, a): (a, b) £ E} . There exist /?, ß' < cox such that E = Aß

and P' = -4^/ . Let ao > ß Li ß', and let Z0 be a countable subset of Z such

that (p,q)£ Z\Z0 implies {p, q} nCao = 0 .

Let (p, q) £ Z\Zo and e, e', f, f £2. Suppose g does not appear before
p in the indexing of C. By Fact 4, in either case 5(a) or 5(b), we have

(pf,qf')£{(ae,be'):(a,b)£Aß},

whence (pf ,qf')£ {(ae, be'): (a, b) £ A} .
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If q does come before p in the indexing of C, then by Fact 4 we have

(</ , Pf) € {(be', ae): (b, a) £ Aß,},

so again

(pf,qf')£{(ae,be'):(a,b)£A}.

Fact 6.  X is hereditarily separable.

Proof. Let Y c X be uncountable. Without loss of generality, we prove that

Y0 = {y £ Y: y = n(y)0} is separable.

Let P be a countable dense subset of n(Y0), and let A = {(e, e): e £ E}.

Then by Fact 5, for all but countably many (n(y), n(y)) £ n(Yo), we have

(n(y)°, n(y)°) £ {(e°, e°): e £ E}.

It follows that Yo is separable.

Fact 7.  X2 is hereditarily separable.

Proof. If not, there exists an uncountable left-separated Y = {ya}a<(oí c X2

(i.e., ya £ {yß}ß<a for each a < cox). By Fact 6, we may assume that elements

of n(Y) c C2 are disjoint as unordered pairs (pass to an uncountable subset if

necessary), and that Y c X2\A.

For each a, there are e(a), f(a) £ 2 such that ya - (pea    , qa) for some

(Pa, Qa) € C2. For some e, f £ 2,

Y(e,f) = {ya:e(a) = e,f(a) = f}

is uncountable. Let A be a countable dense subset of Z = {(pa, qa): ya G

Y(e, f)} . Since Y c *2\A, ae ¿ bf for each (a,b)£A. Since Y(e, f) is
left-separated, there are only countably many (p, q) G Z with

(pe , qf) £ {(ae,bf):(a,b)£A}.

This contradicts Fact 5.

FactS. Let H cX be closed. Then {x £C: n-x(x)nH ¿ 0 and 7t-1 (x) <£ H}

is countable.

Proof. If not, then for some closed H c X and e £ {0, 1} , {x: xe £ H, xx~e

£ H} is uncountable. Let Z = {(x, x) G C2: Xe £ H, x'~e j H), and let A

be a countable dense subset of Z . Since xx~e £ H and {(ae, ae) : (a, a) £ A}

c {(h, h): h £ H}, it follows that (xx~e, xx~e) <£ {(ae,ae): (a,a)£A} for

any (x, x) G Z . This violates Fact 5.

Fact 9.  X is perfectly normal.

Proof. Let H be closed in X. Then n(H) is closed, hence a regular 6Vset in

C, so n-x(n(H)) is a regular Gs-set in X. By Fact 8, \n-x(n(H))\H\ < co.

It follows that H is a regular (7,5-set in X .

Fact 10. lf_H is closed in ^r2\A, then the set W = {(x, y) £ C2: (n~x(x) x

n-x(y))nH ¿ 0 and 7r-'(x) x n~x(y) <t H} is contained in (Cxp)u(PxC)

for some countable P c C.
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Proof. If not, we can find an uncountable W c W such that elements of W

are disjoint as unordered pairs. For each (p, q) £ W , choose g, g', f, f £ 2

with (pg, qg') £ H and (pf, qf') £ H. Choose also e,e' £2 with

(pg,qg')£{(xe,ye'):(xe,ye')£H}.

There is an uncountable set Z c W on which e, e', f, f are fixed. Let A

be countable dense in {(x, y) : (xe, ye') £ H}. Then Zc^, but

(Pf,qf') i {(xe,ye'):(x,y)£A}cH

for any (p, q) £ Z . Since 7/ c * 2\A, xe ¿ ye' for all (x,y)£A. Thus Fact

5 is violated.

Fact 11.  X2\A is perfectly normal.

Proof. Let //d2\A be closed. We will show that (X2\A)\H can be written
as a countable union of relatively clopen sets (hence H is a regular (/¿-set).

It is easy to see from Fact 1 that {^-1(P)x7t-1(P'): (n-x(B)xn-x(B'))nH =

0, B, B' £38} is a clopen cover of

{(xe, /) G *2\A: (Tr-'(x) x n-x(y))nH = 0}.

By Fact 10, the set

P = {(Xe, /) G (I2\A)\P: (tt-'(x) x ¡i-'O/pÏÏ^ 0}

is contained in (XxE)ll(ExX) for some countable E cX. Since ({e}xX)\H

and (^T x {e})\P/ are cr-compact (by Fact 9) for each e £ E, R can be covered

by countably many clopen sets missing H. Thus Fact 11 follows.

Note that we have not yet used the fact that only points of a Luzin set P

were split—no matter what uncountable set of points is split, X will be a

nonmetrizable space satisfying Facts 1-11.

Fact 12.  X2 is hereditarily normal.

Proof of Fact 12. Suppose H, K c X2 are mutually separated, i.e., H n K =

H n K = 0. We will show that K can be covered by countably many open sets
whose closures miss H.

Consider the collection

{7r'(P0) xn-x(Bx): B¡£&,BonBx=0}.

Each member of this collection is a compact clopen subset of X2\A, hence is

hereditarily Lindelöf. Thus the set {(xe, ye') £ K: x ^ y} can be covered by

countably many open sets whose closures miss H.

Further, since X is hereditarily Lindelöf, K\A can be so covered. Also,

K n {(Xe, xe'): (n~x(x) x n~x(x)) n H = 0} can be so covered (by sets of the

form (7r-'(P))2).

It remains to show that

Kx = {(xe,xx~e)£K:e£{0, 1}, x G P, n~x(x) x n~x(x) nH ¿ 0}

can be so covered. We may assume |7r(Pi)| > co. For each x G n(Kx), there
are g, g', h, h' G 2 such that one of the following holds:
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(a) (xh ,xh')£ {(yg, zgl) £H:ys¿zg'} = H\A ; or

(b) (xA, xa') g {{ys, zg')£H:yg = zg'} = H~nÂ.
By Fact 5, (a) occurs for at most countably many x G n(Kx). Thus (b) occurs

for uncountable many x G n(Kx).

For such x , we must have h = h' and y = z (and g = g' if y = z £ L).

Let U = X2\K and let

c/* = {x:7T-1(x)x7r-1(x)c U}.

Note that U* is open in C. Suppose (xh ,xh')£ HnA and (xe, xl_e) G K.

Then x G U*\U*, because any open set in X containing a point in A contains

n~x(B) x n~x(B) for some clopen B c C. But P n (U*\U*) is countable,

so there are only countably many x 's for which (b) holds. This contradiction

completes the proof.   D

4. Normality of X2\A

In this section we show that no axioms beyond ZFC are required to produce

an example of a compact space X such that X2\A is normal but X is not

perfectly normal, answering a question asked of the first author by P. Kombarov

in a private communication. Our example is not even hereditarily normal.

Theorem 4.1. There is a compact separable space X such that X2\A is collec-

tionwise normal but X is not hereditarily normal.

Proof. This example is constructed similar to the example of Theorem 3.1,

with the Kunen line technique replaced by van Douwen's technique [vD[]. The

underlying set X for our space is C° U C1 , where C° and C1 are disjoint

copies of the Cantor set C.

Let D be a nowhere dense subset of C of size continuum c which contains
no uncountable closed subset of C. We are going to make D° relatively discrete

in X.

Let {(Aato, Aa,x): co < a < c} index all pairs of countable subsets of C2

with

Mq,on^a,i nA| > co,

such that each pair is repeated c times in the indexing.

Let C = {xa : a < cox} . We may assume

(i) Aat0UAailc{xß:_ß <a}2;

(ii) (xa,xa) £Aa,onAaA ;

(iii) if xa G D, then (4,,0U4,,,) c (C\D)2^
(iv) {x„ : n £ co} is dense in C and misses D.

Choose sequences Saj c Aaj converging to (xa,xa). Also choose se-

quences Taj c Aaj , if they exist, converging to (xa, xa) with x ^¿ y for each

(x, y) £ Taj; otherwise let Ta y ¡ = 0.

Now choose, for co < a < cox and a £ 22 , disjoint sequences {xQ(«, o)}n<m

c {Xß}ß<a converging to xa such that for each o, t g 22 :

(a) \{n:3y(xa(n,a),y)£Sa,i}\ = co;

(b) \{n: (xa(n, o),xa(n + 1, t))_g TaJ}\ = co if TaJ ¿ 0 ;

(c) if xa£ D, then xa(n, a) <£ D.

Use the xa(n, o) 's to define a bases at x° and x¿ just as in the proof of
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Theorem 3.1, with the further stipulation that if xa £ D, then the B(n, a, e) 's

miss D. The resulting space X is clearly a compact Hausdorff space.

Fact 1.  X is separable; indeed, R = {xe: n £ co, e £ 2} is dense in X.

Proof. By (iv) above and an easy induction, xea £ R for each a < cox  and

e£2.

Fact 2.  X is not hereditarily normal.

Proof. By the construction, if xa £ D then basic neighborhoods of x° miss

D° . Thus D° is a closedjiiscrete set of size continuum in the separable space

D°UP (recall {xn}n<wnD = 0) and so by Jones'lemma this subspace cannot

be normal.

Fact 3. For each a £ 22, {xa(n, o)e}n<w —> XqW .

Proof. Same as the proof of Fact 3(a) in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Fact 4. If e, e', f, f , / < 2, and either e = e', f ^ f , or Ta¡¡ ̂  0, then

(xe,xe')G{(x/,y/'):(x,y)G^,(}.

Proof. If Taj ^ 0 , choose a, x £ 22 with o(f) = e, x(f') = e'. By condition

(b) above,

A = {n: (xa(n, a), xa(n + 1, t)) g Pa>í}

is infinite. By Fact 3, {xa(n, o)f, xa(n + 1), x)f}n€A converges to (xe, Xe').

Now assume Ta t,• = 0 . Then x = y for all but finitely many (x, y) G Sa >,•.

If f ^ f or e = e', we can choose a £ 22 with a(f) — e, o(f') = e'. Then

by (a) above,

B = {n: (xa(n, a), xa(n, a)) £SaJ}

is infinite, so {(xa(n, a)f, xa(n, o)f')}neB converges to (xe,xe').

Fact 5.  X2\A is normal.

Proof of Fact 5. Let H and K be disjoint closed sets in X2\A. We show that
H can be covered by countably many open sets whose closures miss K ; then

the same is true for K with respect to H, so H and K can be separated by

disjoint open sets.

Let 3§ be a countable clopen base for C, and let n : X —► C be the natural

projection. Note that for each pair P, B' of disjoint elements of 3§ , n~x(B)x

n~x(B') is a clopen compact (hence normal) subset of X2\A. It follows that

the set
{(xe,ye')£H:x¿y}

can be covered by countably many open sets whose closures miss K.

If (xe, Xe') is such that 7t_1(x) x n~x(x) misses the closure K of K in

X2 , then there is a clopen B £3§ containing x such that n~x(B) misses K ;

so these points can be so covered as well.

Let P = {x: 7T-1(x) x 7i_1(x) meets both H and K}. Suppose \E\ > co.

For each x G P, choose /, /' G {0, 1} such that (xf, xf) £ H, and choose

e, e', g, g' G {0, 1} such that

(xe,xe')G{(x*,yOGP}.
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Let Ex be an uncountable subset of E on which e, e', f, f, g, and g'

are fixed. Let A0 be a countable dense subset of {(x, x): x G Ex} and let Ax

be countable dense in {(x, y): (xg , y8') G K} . Then (Aq, Ax) = (Aa>o, Aa>x)

for some a < c, so by Fact 4,

(xQ°, x]) G {(xf, xf'):x £ Ao} n {(xg,ygl): (x, y) £ Ax} c H DK.

(Note that as (xf, xf') £ H c X2\A, we have / / /' ; also if g = g', then

x ^ y whenever (xg ,yg') £ K, whence Ta x ̂  0.) Thus H and K are not

disjoint closed subsets of X2\A ; this contradiction completes the proof of Fact

5.

Fact 6. Every closed discrete subspace of X2\A is countable.

Proof. Suppose Y c X2\A is uncountable and closed discrete. Without loss of

generality, there exist f, f < 2 such that (xe, ye' ) G Y implies e = f and

e> = f.
As X2 is compact and first-countable, the closure 7 of F in X2 has

uncountable intersection with the diagonal Ay of Y. Thus the closure of

Z = {(x, y) £ C2: (xf, yf) £ Y} has uncountable intersection with Ac . Let

A c Z be countable and dense. Then (A, A) = (Aa^0, Aa¡x) for some a . By

Fact 4,

(x°a, xxa) £ {(Xf, yf ): (x, y)£ A} c Y n(X2n A),

a contradiction.

Pací 7.  X2\A is CWN.

Proof. Immediate from Fact 6 and the fact that normal spaces are "countably

CWN" (see [E, Theorem 2.1.14]).

5. Sufficient axioms

In this section we show that the existence of an uncountable set A c [0, 1 ]

whose square is both a g-set and a A'-set (as required in 2.2) follows just

from the existence of a g-set. We also show that " A2 is a g-set" does not

necessarily imply that D(A)2 is hereditarily normal. For convenience, we recall
the following definitions.

Definition. A subset S of a separable metric space X is a Q-set [resp. X-set] if

every [resp. every countable] subset of S is a (/¿-set in the relative topology of

S. A Q-set [resp. X'-set] in X is a subset S of X such that SllZ is a g-set

[resp. X-set] for all countable Z c X.

Note that being a g-set is a topological property, unlike being a A'-set, which

depends on how a subspace sits in a larger space. But if it is clear from context

what the larger space X is, it is customary to omit the phrase "in X ".

Lemma 5.1. Let S be a subset of a separable metric space X. The following

are equivalent.

(i) S2 is a Q'-set (in X2).
(ii) S2 is a Q-set and a X'-set.
(iii) S2 is a Q-set and S is a X'-set.
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(iv) (S U tV)2 is a Q'-set for every countable N c X.

Proof. Obviously, (iv) =>■ (i) => (ii) => (iii). The square of a X'-set is a A'-set

(a quick proof appears in [M]), so (iii) => (ii). Next, it is true in general that a

g-set which is a A'-set in X is a g'-set in X. To see this, suppose S is a g-set

and a A'-set in X, and Z is a countable subset of X. It is clearly enough to

show A is an pj-subspace of S U Z whenever /lei'. Now 5 is a countable

union of closed subsets P„ of S U Z . Let ^„ = ^4 n F„ and let ^4„ be the
countable union of sets Fnk relatively closed in S. But since Fnk c Fn , Fnk

is closed in S U Z as well, and so A is a countable union of closed subspaces

of ScZ.
Thus (ii) => (i). Finally, to show (i) =>• (iv), it is enough to show (SUN)2 is

a g-set for every countable N c X, since any countable added set is a subset of

(SuNuN')2 for some countable tV'. Now SxN isa (^-subset of Sx(Sl)N),

which in turn is an PCT-subset of (S U TV)2. By imitating the proof of (ii) =>■

(i), we get every subset of S x S to be Fa in S x (S U tV) , and since S x {«}

is a g-set closed in S x (S U N) for each n £ N, every subset of S x N is

an Fa in S x (S U N), which is thus a g-set. A repetition of the argument,

with Sx(Sl)N) in place of S x S, (S U N)2 in place of S x (S u N), and
N x (S U N) in place of S x N, and coordinates switched where appropriate,

establishes that (5" U ;V)2 is a g-set.   D

Now, not every g-set is a g'-set. There is even a (consistent) example [FM]

of an uncountable g-set S which is concentrated on the rationals, i.e. each

relatively closed subset of 5" U Q disjoint from Q is countable. Also, [F] it is

consistent that there is a g-set whose square is not a g-set.

But we can say the following:

Theorem 5.2. The following axioms are equivalent:

(I) There is a Q-set.
(II) There is a Q-set whose square is a Q-set.

(III) There is a subset of the Cantor set whose square is both a Q-set and a
X'-set.

(IV) There is a dense subset of I = [0, 1] whose square is a Q'-set.

Proof. (I) => (II) was shown by Przymusinski [P2]; see also [M]. That (III) =>

(IV) follows quickly from Lemma 5.1, (iii) -*■ (iv), by letting tV be a countable

dense subset of I. Note that if S is a A'-set in the Cantor set, it is also a A'-set

in I because the Cantor set is closed, hence a G¿ , in /.

It remains to show (II) => (III). Let X be a g-set of size cox whose square

is a g-set. A result essentially due to Kuratowski (see [M, Theorem 9.3]) says

that any set of reals of size cox is the one-to-one continuous image of a A'-set.

So let X be the one-to-one continuous image of the A'-set Y. Then Y2 is both

a g-set and a A'-set.   D

In a letter to the second author, A. Miller observes that if there is an un-

countable g-set, then there is one whose square is a g-set but not a A'-set. We

can show then that there is an uncountable g-set A c [0, 1] such that A2 is a

g-set, but D(A) is not hereditarily normal.

Theorem 5.4. If there is a Q-set A c [0, 1] such that A2 is a Q-set but not a

X'-set, then there is a Q-set A' with the same properties such that D(A')2 is not
hereditarily normal.
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Proof. Let A satisfy the given conditions. Since the square of a A'-set is a A'-set

[M], A is not X'. Let Z c [0, 1] be a countable set disjoint from A such that

Z is not a (/¿-set in Al)Z . Without loss of generality, we can assume that A

is uncountably dense-in-itself, and that AuZ = Z = A . Since \A U Z\ < 2W ,
A U Z is homeomorphic to a subspace of the Cantor set C. The closure of this

subspace is itself homeomorphic to C, so Ali Z is homeomorphic to a dense

subspace of C. Let P be the set of the left-hand endpoints of the deleted

middle-thirds. Since the Cantor set is countable dense homogeneous [B] (i.e.,

given any two countable dense subsets of C, there is an autohomeomorphism

of C taking one to the other), A U Z is homeomorphic to A' U P, where A'

is homeomorphic to A and disjoint from L. We can assume A' is disjoint

from the right endpoints of deleted intervals as well by subtracting a countable

subset if necessary.
We will show that D(A')2 is not hereditarily normal. For each / G P, let

r(l) be the right-hand endpoint of the deleted interval with left endpoint /. Let

H = {(l,r(l)):l£L},

and
K = {(a-,a+):a£A'}.

It is easy to check that HriK — 0 = HnK . Consider an open set U containing

K. For each positive integer n , let

An = {a£A': (a~ - l/n, a']x[a+, a++ l/n) c U} .

Of course, A' = (j{An : n £ co}. For some n , Anf) L must be infinite. Pick

/ G A~n n P such that r(l) - I < l/n. It follows that (/, r(l)) £ V. Thus the
closure of every open set containing K meets H, so H and K cannot be put

into disjoint open sets. Thus D(A')2 is not hereditarily normal.   D

6. Other axiom systems

In the spirit of p and the other cardinal numbers in [vD2], we define

q = min{/c|no set of real numbers of size k is a g-set}.

Thus " q > cox " means "there is an uncountable g-set".

In [T] a list of eleven equivalent axioms P, is given, one of which, P4 , is

that q > cox . Another is:
Pa. There is a separable, normal, first countable space with an uncountable

closed discrete subspace.
Let A c [0, 1] be uncountable, and A~ and A+ the obvious subspaces of

D(A). Then (A" x A+) satisfies all these conditions except perhaps normality;

in particular, {(a~, a+) : a £ A} is a closed discrete subspace. So, if it is

normal, Ps holds and q > cox also.

The following is folklore:

Lemma 6.1. The axiom Pg is equivalent to:
P'g. There is a separable, hereditarily normal, first countable space with an

uncountable discrete subspace.

Proof. If Pg, then there is a separable, normal nonmetrizable Moore space [T].

In such a space there must be an uncountable closed discrete subspace [J]. But
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in a Moore space, every closed subset is a Gä, so that perfect normality and

hence hereditarily normality follows.

If Pg, let g be a countable dense subspace and D an uncountable discrete

subspace in a witnessing space. Let g' = g n D and let D' be a countable

subset of D with g' in its closure. Then D' does not have any other points of

D in its closure, and so neither does g'. Therefore g\g' is a dense subspace

of (g\g') U (D\D'), and D\D' is a closed discrete subspace.   D

Another axiom equivalent to q > cox is the existence of an uncountable

A c [0, 1] such that (D(A))2 is hereditarily normal (Theorems 2.2 and 5.2).
See also Theorem 6.2 and the comments following Theorem 6.7, below.

A classic result of F. B. Jones [J], also treated in [T and Ny2], is that P8 and

P'g imply 2W = 2Wl . So it is natural to ask what happens to Katëtov's problem

if q = cox and in particular if 2W < 2Wl .

Linearly ordered spaces can be ruled out for Katëtov's problem if q = cox .

This is a result of Zenor (see [Li]), which together with 2.2 and 5.2 gives

Theorem 6.2. The axiom "there is a linearly orderable, nonmetrizable compact

space whose square is hereditarily normal" is equivalent to q > cox.

Zenor's argument for => depends on a slightly incomplete argument in [Ru],

so we here sketch the former and complete the latter.

A compact perfectly normal space is hereditarily Lindelöf [E, Exercise 3.8.A]

and first countable (because each point is a G¿). If it is linearly orderable, it is

separable [Ru]. If it is not metrizable, it has uncountably many pairs {b~ , b+}

with b~ the immediate predecessor of b+ , and these behave like A~ and A+

in the discussion following the statement of Ps. So hereditary normality of the

square implies q > cox .
The argument for separability in [Ru] was carried out for the connected case,

in the form: a compact Souslin line (i.e. a connected, linearly orderable, com-

pact, perfectly normal, nonseparable space) cannot have a hereditarily normal

square. In [Ru] it is claimed that the argument carries over verbatim even if

connectedness is dropped. However, in this more general case one must ex-
plicitly require that the set of all immediate successors of each element of the

tree P of intervals constructed there should have the order type of the ratio-

nals in the natural order, and that the lower endpoint of each interval should

not have an immediate successor point, nor should the upper endpoint have an

immediate predecessor. [These are automatic in the connected case, and easily

arranged in general.] The argument in [Ru] actually establishes that X2\A is

not hereditarily normal.
The intrusion of Souslin spaces is a special case of the way S and P spaces

come into the picture whenever q = cox .

Definition 6.3. An S-space is a hereditarily separable regular space that is not

hereditarily Lindelöf. An L-space is a hereditarily Lindelöf regular space that

is not hereditarily separable. A space is of countable spread if every discrete

subspace is countable.

Of course, every hereditarily separable space is of countable spread, and so is
every hereditarily Lindelöf space. The following oft-used theorem strengthens

the connection between these concepts.
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Theorem E [Ro, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3]. Let X be a regular space of countable

spread. Then:
(1) If X is not hereditarily Lindelöf, then X contains an S-space, and

(2) If X is not hereditarily separable, then X contains an L-space.

An important theorem of Szentmiklóssy [Sz] is

Theorem F. If MA + -.CH, then no subspace of a countable tight (in particular,

first countable) compact space can be an S-space or an L-space.

Theorem 6.4'. Let X be a compact (perfectly normal, hence hereditarily Lin-

delof) nonmetrizable space such that X2 is hereditarily normal. If q = cox, or

if X2 is hereditarily CWH, then at least one of the following is true.
( 1 ) X is an L-space.
(2) X2 is an S-space.

(3) X2 contains both an S-space and an L-space.

On the other hand, if q > cox, all three can fail.

Proof. If X is not an P-space, it is separable and hence so is X2. If X2

is hereditarily CWH, then this implies X2 is of countable spread. We can

also conclude this if q — cox because Pg is negated. Since X2 is not perfectly

normal by Sneider's theorem, it is not hereditarily Lindelöf. By Theorem F, X2

then contains an S-space, and if X2 is not itself an S-space, it also contains

an P-space.   D

If q > cox , then the D(A) of Theorem 2.2 satisfies none of the conditions

(l)-(3). This will be shown in Corollary 6.10 below.

Corollary 6.5. (MA + -.CH). A compact space X is metrizable if and only if

X2 is hereditarily normal and hereditarily CWH.

Proof. Sufficiency follows from 6.4 and Theorem F. Necessity is clear.   D

We can drop the hereditary normality assumption in 6.5 if we assume X is

hereditarily strongly CWH (i.e., discrete collections of points can be separated

by discrete collections of open sets).

For this we use the following lemma, reminiscent of Theorem 1 of [K]. Recall

that a space is called cox-compact if every closed discrete subspace is countable;
equivalently, every uncountable subset has a limit point.

Lemma 6.6. If X is cox-compact and XxY is hereditarily strongly CWH, then

either X is of countable spread, or every countable subset of Y is closed discrete.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that {xa: a < cox} is an uncountable discrete

subset of X while p is a limit point of {yn : n £ co} c Y. Then {(xa, p): a <

cox} is closed discrete in

Z = [Xx ({yn}new U {p})]\[X\{xa}a<0h x {p}].

If (xa, p) £ Ua x Va , a < cox , where Ua and Va are open, then for some

uncountable A c cox and some n £ co,we have y„ G Va for all a £ A. Choose

a limit point q of {xa}a€A ; then (q, y„) £ Z is a limit point of the UQxVa 's.

It follows that Z is not strongly CWH, a contradiction.   D

Theorem 6.7.  (MA + -.CH). Let X and Y be compact.

'Part of this proof follows the proof, in [Ny2], of the weaker theorem at the end of [Ny,].
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(a) X x Y is hereditarily strongly CWH iff X xY is hereditarily Lindelöf iff
X x Y is perfectly normal.

(b) X2 is hereditarily strongly CWH iff X is metrizable.

Proof, (a) By 6.6, both X and Y have countable spread if X x Y is heredi-

tarily strongly CWH. Now tightness < spread for compact spaces [A], so both

have countable tightness. Theorems E and F (2) then imply they are separable.

But now X x Y is also separable, and being hereditarily CWH, it is also of

countable spread. By Theorems E and F (1), X x Y is hereditarily Lindelöf.

The remaining implications follow from the fact that a regular space is hered-

itarily Lindelöf iff it is perfectly normal and Lindelöf [E, Exercise 3.8.A] and
that every hereditarily Lindelöf space is hereditarily normal and hereditarily

a)i-compact, hence hereditarily strongly CWH.

(b) Follows from (a) and Sneider's theorem.   D

Since Example 3.1 under CH has X2 hereditarily separable and hereditarily

normal, hence hereditarily CWN, we obtain three statements independent of

ZFC:
If X is compact and X2 is one of {hereditarily CWN, hereditarily normal

and hereditarily CWH, hereditarily strongly CWH}, then X is metrizable.

We do not know if "hereditarily CWH" can be added to the list:

Problem. Does MA + -.CH imply a compact space with hereditarily CWH

square is metrizable?

We can weaken the topological hypotheses in Theorem 6.7 in other directions

if we assume the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA), a strengthening of MA + -.CH.

Theorem 6.8. (PFA) Peí X and Y be infinite, cox-compact, regular spaces.

(a) If X xY is hereditarily strongly CWH, then both X and Y are hered-
itarily Lindelöf

(b) If X and Y are countably compact, the following are equivalent.
(i)   X x Y is hereditarily strongly CWH.

(ii)   X x Y is hereditarily Lindelöf.
(iii)   X x Y is perfectly normal.

(c) If X is countably compact then X2 is hereditarily strongly CWH iff X
is metrizable.

Proof, (a) By 6.6, both X and Y are of countable spread. The PFA implies
there are no S-spaces [Toi], so the result follows by Theorem F.

(b) Each of (i), (ii), and (iii) implies X and Y are compact. For (i) and

(ii) use (a) and the obvious ZFC fact that Lindelöf + countably compact =>

compact, while for (iii) use Weiss's Theorem [W2] that MA + -.CH implies

countably compact, perfectly normal spaces are compact. So (b) follows from

6.7.
(c) By (a) and countable compactness, X is compact and so we use 6.7.   D

The following theorem helps justify the final assertion in Theorem 6.4.

Theorem 6.9. Let X be a subspace of a finite product of spaces, each homeo-

morphic to either the Sorgenfrey line S or the real line R. The following are

equivalent:
(i) X is cox-compact.
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(ii) X is of countable spread.

(iii) X is hereditarily Lindelöf.
(iv) X is hereditarily separable.

Proof, (iv) =>■ (ii), (iii) => (ii), and (ii) => (i) are clearly true for all spaces.

We will show (iii) => (iv) and (i) =>■ (iii), which will complete the proof.

We show (iii) =*■ (iv) for X c S" x Rm by induction on N. It is obvious

if n = 0 because then X is second countable. Assume true for n - 1 and

let Y c X. Let A be a countable subset of Y that is dense in the coarser

(Euclidean) topology of Y.

If Y\A ^ 0 , then for each y G Y"V4 let Bm{y)(y) be a basic open neighbor-

hood of y missing A . Note that any point of BmX-y)(y) which disagrees with y

in every coordinate is in the Euclidean interior of Bm^(y) and hence cannot

be in Y\A . Let {y, : i £ co} be such that these neighborhoods of the y, cover

Y\l. Let

P, , = {x G Y\A : the ;'th coordinate of x and y, are equal}.

Then Y\A - \J{Djt¡: i G co and j < n}, and each Pt,,, is homeomorphic to a

subset of S"~x x Rm . Thus, Djj has a countable dense subspace by induction,

and so does Y.

To show (i) =>■ (iii), we use the fact that Sn x Rm is perfect [HM] and sub-

paracompact [L] for finite n, m . [A space is perfect if every closed subspace is

a Gs , and subparacompact if every open cover has a cr-discrete closed refine-

ment.] Then X is also subparacompact by the following lemma, which ought

to have appeared somewhere a long time ago, but we could find no reference to

it:

Lemma G. Every perfect, subparacompact space is hereditarily subparacompact.

Once this is proven, all that remains is the elementary observation that every

subparacompact, cox -compact space is Lindelöf.

Proof of Lemma G. Let X be as in the hypothesis. First we show every open

subspace is subparacompact. Let U be an open subspace, and let U = \J^=i Fn

where each P„ is closed. Let W be an open cover of U and let Wn be its

trace on P„ , i.e. Wn = {W n P„ : W g W}. Of course, every closed subspace

of a subparacompact space is subparacompact, so each Wn has a cr-discrete

closed refinement 3tfn covering Fn . But 3?n is both cr-discrete and closed in

X as well, and hence in U, so the union of all the 3in is the desired refinement

of W.
Now let Y be any subspace of X, and let 7^ be a relatively open cover of

Y. Replace each V in 'V by an open subset W of X such that V = W n Y,

and let U be the union of all the resulting W. Of course, Y c U. Take a

cr-discrete (in U) refinement 3? of the W 's by closed (in U) subsets of U.

Then {KnY: K £ 3Í} is the desired refinement of T.   D

Corollary 6.10. Let X be formed by splitting points in a subset A of R. No

finite power of X contains an S-space or an L-space.

Proof. It is easy to see that any finite power of X is a finite union of subspaces

of the form S" x Rm . Now use the obvious fact that the finite union of hered-
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itarily separable spaces is hereditarily separable, and similarly for hereditarily

Lindelöf spaces.   G

Theorem 6.4 is significant for another reason. There are no known construc-

tions of S-spaces or P-spaces using only 2W < 2Wl, let alone ones using q = cox

that can be embedded in compact first countable spaces. So we say:

Conjecture. It is consistent that every compact space with a hereditarily normal

square is metrizable.

To vindicate this, it may be necessary to come up with new ways of negating

the existence of various kinds of S- and P-spaces. As a careful reading of [Ro]

reveals, the precise set-theoretic hypothesis that makes Szentmiklóssy's theorem

go through is

Axiom K Every poset P such that P" is ccc for all finite n satisfies Property

K.
Property K says that for every uncountable subset S of P there is an un-

countable S' c S such that any two elements of S' are compatible in P. Now

it is not known whether Axiom K is compatible with 2W < 2m< , although Todor-

cevic has recently shown that its strengthening with "two" replaced by "three"

in the statement of Property K is not. So it seems unlikely that Axiom K is

compatible with 2W < 2Wl , although we may have better luck with q — cox. But

perhaps the best route is to find new ways of destroying S- and P-subspaces of

compact, first countable, hereditarily normal spaces.
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